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Motivation
● We want to make AI systems safer, fairer, and better 

at cooperating (in multi-agent settings).
● Therefore, we want to predict the behaviour of 

agents as a result of their objectives and the 
environment.

● The causal structure of an agent’s environment 
determines important aspects of an agent’s 
behaviour.

Contributions
● We introduce (structural) causal games, generalising:

○ Causal Bayesian Networks and Structural Causal 
Models [4] to the game-theoretic domain.

○ Multi-agent influence diagrams [3] to the causal 
domain.

● We introduce mechanism variables to these models 
in order to represent strategic dependencies.

● We show how causal games can be used to answer 
various kinds of associative, interventional, and 
counterfactual queries.

Models
● A multi-agent influence diagram (MAID) M = (G, θ) 

specifies:
○ a graph G = (N, V, E) with players N, vertices V = X 

∪ {Di}i ∈ N ∪ {Ui}i ∈ N, and edges E⊂ V✕V
○ parameters θ = {θv}V ∈ X∪ U that define CPDs 

Pr(x,u : d) ≔ ∏V ∈ X∪ U Pr(v | pav ; θv) for every 
non-decision variable.

● A (structural) causal game is a MAID M = (G, θ) such 
that for any (deterministic) parameterisation of the 
decision variable CPDs 𝛑, the induced model with 
distribution Pr𝝅(V) is a CBN (SCM).

● Mechanised games explicitly represent the CPDs θ 
and the decision rules 𝛑.

Causal Queries
● Unlike in standard causal models, queries in games:

○ Can be made with or without agents’ awareness 
(characterised as pre- or post-policy queries in the 
mechanised game, respectively).

○ Are best conceptualised as first-order, where the 
policy profile 𝛑 is a free variable, typically belonging to 
some set of rational outcomes, e.g., φ(𝛑) ≡ Pr𝛑(u1

d_1) and 
max𝛑∊NE(M)φ(𝛑)≥p

Applications
● Formal definitions of important philosophical concepts 

such as agency, incentives, intention, blame, manipulation, 
signaling, social influence, harm, threats and offers, etc.

● Mechanism design and economic analysis.

Subgames and Equilibrium Refinements
● A Nash equilibrium is a policy profile such that no 

agent has an incentive to unilaterally deviate.
● A subgame is a part of the full game that can be 

solved independently from the rest.
● A subgame perfect equilibrium is a nash equilibrium in 

every (feasible) subgame.
● Since more subgames can be identified in MAIDs than 

in extensive form games, subgame perfect equilibria 
can rule out more non-credible threats. 
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